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A norm is introduced which allows the extension of bistability and biconvergence 
results of Stummel (“Topics in Numerical Analysis, II,” Academic Press, New 
York, 1975; “Approximation Methods in Analysis,” Aarhus Universiteit, 1973) 
(which apply to one-step methods) to the case of multistage and multistep methods. 
1. INTRODUCTTON 
In Stummel [7, 8, Chap. II], norms are introduced which enable two-sided 
estimates of stability to be made, and which allow necessary and sufficient 
conditions for convergence to be found for difference approximations to a 
particular equation (as against the usual treatment for a class of 
equations-see Stetter [a]). Stummel deals with one-step methods of the 
form 
4h+ I) = e/J +.m, aJ, 4h+ AN/c+ 1 - fk) 
+ wi(tk)(fk+ I - rk)7 (1.1) 
u(a) = up 
which are valid on the ith grid refinement, where u, f, and wi are vectors in 
R”. We may write this, using an obvious notation, as 
u(t+) = u(t) +fi(;:(t, u(t), I) Ait + wi(t) A,t, 
u(a) = up. 
(1.2) 
It can be shown that the conventional multistage and multistep methods can 
be written in the form 
u(t’ ) = Au(t) +fi(t, u(t), u(t’)) Ai t + Wi(t) Ait, 
u(a) = Id;, 
(1.3) 
where A is a constant n x n matrix (see [ 6, Sect. 5.11). 
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We will introduce a norm (11 o I( r, of Definition 7 below) which depends on 
A, but which allows two-sided stability estimates to be made for equations of 
the form (1.3) (see Theorems 5.1 and 6.1 below). In addition, using this 
norm, we are able to establish results of a form which can roughly be 
described as “consistency if and only if biconvergence” (see Stummel [8, 
Sect. 6.41 and Theorem 6.2 below). For this we require the D-stability of the 
matrix A (see Definition 4 below). The norm I(. (1, reduces to that used by 
Stummel in case A =1. Evaluation of /x(t)(ll amounts to solving a linear 
difference equation with x(t) as forcing term, as can be seen from examining 
Definition 7 and formula (2.2) below. Thus the cumulative error in using an 
(in general) nonlinear difference approximation may be estimated by solving 
a linear difference equation. 
If we assume that A is strongly D-stable (see Definition 4 below), we can 
improve the upper estimates by introducing 11. lb (see Definition 9 below) 
which is independent of A and closely related to the Spijker norm (see 
Spijker [5]). See Theorem 5.2 below for upper estimates using I( * (12. These 
estimates are similar to many already obtained, e.g., in Stetter [6, Chap. 41, 
and are here given for general non-uniformly spaced grids. 
The paper is divided as follows: Section 2 contains definitions of notation 
and a preliminary result on D-stability. Section 3 obtains an inequality for 
the difference of two solutions of difference equations with Lipschitz 
continuous nonlinearities (Theorem 3.1). Section 4 has the result that for 
systems that are “asymptotically consistent” (Il(O, qr(t))lj, + 0 as i--t co in 
our terminology) the existence of solutions implies that all close neighbours 
have solutions. Section 5 applies the results of Section 3 to obtain two-sided 
estimates in )I. 11, for differences of solutions of equations which have 
different “forcing terms” but the same nonlinearities (Theorem 5.1). Also 
one-sided estimates are obtained in 11. (I2 (Theorem 5.2). Section 6 contains 
the bistability result (Theorem 6.1) and the biconvergence result 
(Theorem 6.2). Section 7 contains illustrative examples. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION 1. Let [a, b] E IR (the reals). A grid G on [a, b] is an 
ordered sequence (f,,,..., N t ) for some integer N > 0 such that (I = to < 
t, < =** < tN = b. Given a grid G, we will write G’ for the ordered sequence 
(to ,***, tN- ,) (which is not a grid on [a, b] since tN-, # 6). We write t, E G if 
tr E {to,..., fN} and likewise for ti E G’. We will make frequent use of the 
function k: {to ,..., t,,,} -+ {0 ,,.., N} defined by k(t,) = 1. 
We will suppose that a sequence of grids (G,)i,N is given once and for all, 
and that max, <j<N, ($‘i 1 - ty’ I+ 0 as i + 00, where Gi = (t$” ,..., tc;). We will 
drop the superscripts on the t>‘) since it will be clear which i is involved. 
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DEFINITION 2. A,: G, + IF? is defined by 
Aitk=tk+I-tk (fk E W 
Let 
&+ = tk+i 
t, = tk-1 
(tk E G;). 
(tk E Gj, k # 0). 
Let 
SO limi-, 6i = 0. 
DEFINITION 3. Let C(G,) denote the set of maps from G, to R” and 
likewise for C(G;). Let f E C(G,). We define 
I 
]:if(S)AiS= h’ f(tj)(tj+,-tj) 
jzk 
for k~l<Ni, 
‘jSG[ 
.t- 
1 f(s)A,s=Ch 
-r 
and we will write 
I :-f(s) A,s = 0 
even though a- is not defined, 
Note that 
jDmf(s)A,s+ ~yf(~)AiS=jYf(~)AiS (a<PflJ), 
n -5 cl 
and if 1). 11 is a norm on R”, then 
and 
lb ‘-f(s) g(s) Ais 11~ a~%7- Ilf(a jte II g(s)11 AiS- a (1 
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We state the variation of constants formula for difference equations with 
constant coefficients in this notation. Consider the difference equation 
U(t +) = AU(t) +f(t) dit (t E G:), 
u(a) = u”, 
where A is an n x n matrix,fE C(G,) and u” E I?“. 
The unique solution of (2.1) is given by 
(2.1) 
u(t) =Ak%O + 
.r- 
J 
Ak(t-bk(slf(S) A,+ 
(t E Gi). V) 
a 
We will need a result on the representation of powers of matrices. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a square matrix with eigenvalues Jo, 1, ,..., 1, and 
let the multiplicities of these roots in the minimal polynomial be oo, o, ,..., aM, 
respectively. Then there exist matrices Zqj (j = O,..., 6, ; q = O,..., M) which 
are linearly independent and satisfy 
M 
AP = c @,pzqo +&-‘zq, + --a 
q=o 
(2.3) 
ProoJ: See Gantmacher [2, Chap. 5, Sect. 31. 
DEFINITION 4. A matrix A is called D-stable if all its eigenvalues lie in 
the set {,lEC((rZ(< 1) and if those eigenvalues on {1EC(ILJ=l} are 
simple zeros of the minimal polynomial of A. 
It is called strongly D-stable if it is D-stable and if there is just one eigen- 
value on the unit circle at 1 = 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let 11. (1 be a norm on the n x n matrices. Then 
(a) If A is D-stable, 3C > 0 independent of p E N such that 
llAPll Q C. 
(b) If A is strongly D-stable, then there exist matrices A, and Z and 
constants C > 0 and 0 < a < 1 such that 
A”=A,+Z, 
where [(A,() < Cpn-‘ap and Z is independent of p. 
Proof: (a) Follows from (2.3), the fact that p”$ is bounded for all p if 
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)1,1 < 1, and the fact that if I,$,,1 = 1 then D-stability implies that c,,, = 1 and 
hence the only term in A,,, in the sum is l:Z,,,, , which is bounded. 
(b) Let I, = 1 and let Z,, = 2. Then by strong D-stability, we have 
by (2.3) 
M-l 
AP= 5 ($Z,,+ .-a +p(p- l)*** (p-o,+2)L~-“4-1zq~g)+z~o, 
q=o 
where (&I < 1 for 0 < q < it4 - 1. Write the sum on the right-hand side as 
A,. Then with 
a=yp;)l,l and Cl = oF2XM lIzqjll 
O<i<o, 
we have 
M-l 
llA,ll < C, x W,l” +P l&l”-’ -t a.. 
q=o 
+p(p- 1) *** (p-o,+ 2)1q+“9”) 
Q Cpn-‘ap 
since c,<n- 1. 
3. A PRIORI INEQUALITIES AND EXISTENCE 
Throughout this section we will assume a fixed index i. 
DEFINITION 5. For x = (x, ,..., xJ E IF?” define 
DEFINITION 6. For fixed constant L and u E C(G,) define 
1) uJI = TE%x lu(t)l emLtrma’. 
i 
(In fact II.11 depends on L and i, but we suppress this in the notation.) 
Clearly, )I .)I is a norm on C(G)). 
We will use Vi to denote an open neighbourhood in C(G,) and V,! to 
denote an open neighbourhood in C(Gi). Let Y’,(U) denote an open ball of 
radius p about u in C(G,) and V’~(U) the corresponding object in C(Gi). 
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HYPOTHESIS I. (i) The function f: G; x Vi x q + IF?” satisfies a 
Lipschitz condition for u, I) E V, of the form 
I.m U(f), Nt+)) -Ah u(t), 4t+))l 
<K, I u(t) - WI + K, te+> - 4f’)l (t E G;). (3.1) 
(ii) A is a constant D-stable n x n matrix. 
We consider the difference equations 
and 
y(f +I =-Q(f) +f(h HO, y(f+>) Aif, 
u(a) = YO, 
r(t+)=Az(t) +&u(f),v@+))A,~, 
z(a) = z” 
subject to the further hypothesis: 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
HYPOTHESIS II. For the functions f, g: G; X Vi X q + [R” one of the 
following holds: 
0) f(4 x, Y) - g(h x9 Y) = W, 
where r E C(G,) is independent of x and y; or 
(ii) If(h 4 Y) - g(h x, VII < r(f), 
where r is as in (i). 
We will also use a norm which depends on A. 
DEFINITION 7. Let x0 E IR” and x E C(G’,). Given L > 0 and a square 
matrix A we define a norm on the linear space IR” 0 C(G;) by 
/1(x0, X)lll = ye5 
I 1 
Ak”‘XO + ‘-Ak’t-‘-k(s) x(s) A,s e-L”-a’. 
a 
(This norm depends on L and i, but we will not indicate the dependence 
explicitly.) Related to this is 
II(x03 Ml =yet7 IxI+ ( ’ f- Ix(s)1 d,s) eMLcrwa) 
n 
Remarks. (1) I/(x’, x)1/ 1 = (1 Ak”‘xo + I:- Ak” -) - k(S)x(~) A,s I(. 
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(2) )I . /I1 is in fact a norm. Sub-linearity is clear and it remains to 
prove definiteness. If 
then using (2.2) we see that the function 
I 
I- 
y(t) = A k(f’xo + jp-‘-k($(s) diS 
a 
satisfies 
o=y(t+)=Ay(t) +x(t)dit 0 E G;) 
=x(t)djt, 
so 
x(f) = 0 (t E G;). 
A similar argument holds for 11. I[‘, . 
DEFINITION 8. Let h: G; x Vi x Vj --) R”. Define F,,: C(G;)+ C(G:) by 
(~y)(t)~Ak~0y(U)+(f~AkLf~‘~k(s~h(S~y(S)~y(S+))diS 
L1 
for y E C(G;). We also write 
vi! v)(t) = (% Y Mf) - A k’r’Y(4. 
The following is our basic perturbation result: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f and A satisfy Hypothesis I, and let g: G: X V, x 
v; -4 IR”. 
(a) If Hypothesis II(i) holds, then for y, z E Vi 
IlcQ)(~) - (~mll < c, IIYW - 4OlI -+- II(Y@) - z(a), r(O)ll* f (3.4) 
where Ci = (C’/L)(K, + K*e”“‘)( 1 - e-L(b-“‘) and K,, K, are the constants 
from (3.1), C’ is the constant guaranteed by Lemma 2 such that l(AP(I Q C’ 
and L > 0 arbitrary. 
(b) If Hypothesis II holds, then the term )I. 11, on the righthand side 
must be replaced by C” 11% I\‘,. 
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Pro& (a) By Hypothesis I(ii) and Lemma 2(a), 3C’ > 0 such that 
/lAp/l < C’ (p E IN). Let m(t) = Iv(t) -z(t)/ e-L(f-a’. Then 
(.Jiqy - qz/ = Ak(‘)(y(u) -z(u)) 
I 
t- 
+ Ak’t-)-k(s){f(S, y(s), y(s’)) -f(s, z(s), z(s+))l AiS 
a 
+ 
I 
t-A k(t-)-k(s)(f(S, z(s), z(s+)) - g(s, z(s), z(s+))} d,s 
(I 
< 
I 
‘- I(Ak”-‘-k(s)(l(K, (y(s) - z(s)1 + K2 (y(s+) - z(s+)j)A,s 
a 
+ Ak”‘(y(~) - Z(U)) + It- Ak’r-‘-k’s’r(s) dis / . (3.5) 
(I 
Hence 
gy - qzj CL-) 
< C’ 
dr 
I- (K,e-“‘m(s) + K&(S+-=h(S+))d,s 
+ ll~~@~ - 44, r@Hll I
1 
e--=) 
< C’ 
(1 
t-eLO-u’(K,m(s) + K2f+(S+-sh(s+))dis e-L’f-“’ 
+ llbk4 - 44, rWIL 
1 
+ IIW) - ~(4 rW)lll 
,<; (K, + K*&“‘)(l - @+=)) II.Y(t) - z(t)(( 
+ KY(~) - z(d rW)ll L 
[ (1 
t- 
since p-u)~ is 
(1 1 
e-L’t-“’ = 
I 
t- ps-r)~is 
n 
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(b) The last term on the right-hand side of (3.5) must be replaced by 
\Ak”‘(y(a)-z(a))(+ ~f-/IA*‘f-‘-k’s’(/lr(s)lAis 
-lx 
Q C’ 
( 
.f .- 
I Y(Q) - z(a)1 + J r(s) AiS 
a 1 
and the rest of the proof proceeds as in part (a). 
COROLLARY 3.1. For all L > C’(K, + K,) there exists an i, such that for 
i > i, , Ci < y < 1, where y is independent of i (where Ci is as in the theorem). 
Proof. Follows from the expression for Ci and the fact that we have 
assumed Si -+ 0. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Under the conditions of the theorem, 
ll(G;~)(t) - (GkzN>ll G Ci II y(t) - 4tIl + IlKA WILL 
4. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR PERTURBATIONS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let df)ieN be a sequence of functions satisfying 
Hypothesis l(i) with the same K,, K, for all i. (fi then satisfies (i) with 
partition Gi,) Let Hypothesis I(ii) hold, and let L, i, and y be chosen as in 
Corollary 3.1. 
Let qi E C(G,) satisfy limi+a, I\(O, qJt))ll, = 0 and let u E C(G,) satisfy the 
equation 
U(t+) = Au(t) +f;:(t, U(t)> U(t+)) Ait + qi(t) Ait, 
u(a) = u” 
(t E Gj, i > i,). Let Vi(u) E V, (Vi US in Hypothesis I(i)) for all i > iO, where 
p > 0 is independent of i > i,, let y” E II?’ and ri E C(G,). Then there exists 
i, E N and M > 0 such that tf 
Il(u” - yoy rJll I Q M (i > f,) 
the equation 
y(t’) = A&) +fi(t, Y(t), Y(t’)) A,t f ri(t) Ait7 
Y(Q) = Y0 
(t E Gi) has a unique solution in some ball about u for i > i,. 
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Prm$ We have u(t) = A%’ + (g;,u)(f) i- K-Ak(f-)-k(s) q,(s) Ais. Let 
~(Y,y”, ri) = Ak”‘yo + (Fi, y)(t) +~c-A*“~‘-*‘s’r,(s) Ais. (4.1) 
It 
Then if y E V’,(u&, we have 
[u(t) -Z(y,y’, rJ e-L(f-a) 
= /p’(*O -y”) + 
I 
f-Ak(f-‘-k(s)(qi(~) - r,(s)) d,s 
(2 
+ (iY$,u)(t) - (gi,y)(r) e-L’f-a’ 
< Y II u(t) -vWll + Il(u” -Y’, qi(O - W)ll, 
(by Corollaries 3.2 and 3.1) 
G Y II a -vWll + IKU” -YO, ri(t>)lll + IIP, dO)ll I 
for some 0 < y < 1. Hence 3, such that for i > i,, Il(uO -y”, ri)llI sutIiciently 
small for i > i, implies 
II ~0) -~CY,Y~~ rJll < Y IIW -uWll + U/W - 7’) (any n > 0). 
Thus Z’ maps { y I JI u - yll< y/n) into itself for these y” and i > i, , provided 
the Lipschitz condition holds on this ball. By the assumption that v’,(u) E Vi 
(all i > i,) the Lipschitz condition will hold for fixed n sufficiently large and 
all i 2 i, . Hence it follows that Z’( ., y”, ri) maps y into a closed ball, radius 
Ily/lVn, about u. 
Further, Z is a contraction since 
Ilfl(u, Y’, r,> -xb Y’, rbll = II(~;ty>W - (~$izNIl 
,< YN II YW - zWll (someO<y”< 1) 
by Corollary 3.2. Hence by the contraction mapping principle, ~?‘(.,y’, ri) 
has a unique fixed point in a suitable ball. By the definition of &” in (4.1) 
and formula (2.2), the fixed point is a solution of the last equation in the 
statement of the theorem. 
5. UPPER AND L.QWER ESTIMATES 
In this section we will derive two-sided estimates in the norm 1) . )I,, which 
depends on A. We will also derive upper estimates in a norm 11. )I2 to be 
defined which is independent of A and which is closely related to Spijker’s 
norm. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Letfi and A satisfy Hypothesis I (with respect to partition 
Gi), i E N. Let qi and ri E C(Gi). For y, t E Vr, let 
Y(t') =Ay +fi(t, Y(t),Y(t')) Ait + r,(t) Ait, 
z(t’) =AY +fi(tvY(t),Y(t+))A/t + q/(t)Ait. 
Then for each L suflciently large Ii, such that for i > i, we have 
1 
Proof: Let f i =J;: + ri and f; =A + qi. Then 
YO) = G;YW 
and 
z(O = qm) 
with 
f:-fy=ri-qi. 
By Theorem 3.1(a) and Corollary 3.1 we can choose L > 0 and i, such that 
for i > i, , 
II 4’(t) - 4t)ll = Il(~;YN) - (~;4(Oll 
< (1 - e-L(b-0) 1 II Ytr) - z(f)ll + Il(Y(a) - z(a)q ri - 4i)llI 
from which the right-hand inequality in (5.1) follows. Also 
y(t) = Ak”‘y(u) + (.I- Ak”-‘-k’s’ri(s) Ais + (xFJ.i y)(t), 
‘a 
z(t) = Ak’%(a) + .I- Ak”-’ - k(s’q,(s) Ais + (F;fz)(t) 
J (I 
so that 
II Ak”‘( y(a) - z(a)) + 1 -Cm Ak”-jWk(‘)(ri(s) - q{(s)) Ais 
< II Y(f) - 4Oll + %(qYNfl - (qimll 
I/ 
G II y(t) - z(Oll + (1 - e-L(b-o)) II YW - da 0 > id 
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by Corollaries 3.2 and 3.1. Hence 
II - z(a), r,(t) - q,(O)ll1 & (2 - e-L-)) II w - ZWII 
and the left-hand inequality in (5.1) follows. 
The upper estimate can be made to yield an upper estimate in a norm 1). ]I2 
independent of A if A is strongly D-stable. The norm (1. (I2 defined below is 
closely related to Spijker’s norm. 
DEFINITION 9. Let x = (x, ,..., x,) and y = (y, ,..., y,) E R”. Define 
mod x = (Ix,) ,..., 1~~1). 
X<Y iff x, < yi (all i). 
Note that if modx < mody then Ix/< ) y(. Also 1x1 = ((mod)xJ. Let 
rnfx x = (m;x x, ,..., m;?x x,) 
if x i ,..., x, are functions of t. So 
rnax Ix I = 1 mfx(mod x)1. 
For x E C(G;) let 
Ilxl12 = /zty (m0dj)(s)d,s) Prea) / 
( II 
t- 
= max mS$ x,(s)d,s eeLctea) . 
l<m<n a I ) 
Remark. To show that (( .((r is in fact a norm, it suffices to show 
definiteness. If IIx/(r = 0, then by the definition, 
I 
t- 
x,(s) d,s = 0 for tEG;and l&m<n. 
n 
Hence x,(t) = 0 (t E Gi, 1 <m <n) so x(t) =O. A relation between 
max, Ix,(t)d,tl and max, I~~-x,,,(s) d,sl is established in Lemma 3 following 
the next theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be strong@ D-stable. Then under the conditions of 
Theorem 5.1, there exists K > 0 such that 
II ~0) - 4t)ll Q WI ~(4 - ~(4 + IhO> - slWl12>~ 
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Proo$ For B an n x n matrix, denote by \IBJ) the value max,,i,jGn \bii\. 
By Lemma 2(b) there exist C > 0 and 0 < a < 1 such that 
A k’r-)-k’s) =/ik(r-,-k(s, t 2, 
where Z is independent of s and t and 
])Ak,r-~-~,r~]~ < c(k(t-) -k(S))“-’ ak’r-)-k’s’. 
Then 
Ak’“(y(a) - z(a)) -t f-Ak’t-‘pk(r)(ri(s) - qi(s))dis / e-L’t-a’ 
< IIAk”‘ll I Y(a) -ia,, 
+ tl FcW$ Iri(S) - q,(S)\ diSf?-L”-a) 5 iiAkW,-kWii 
s=* 
+ -ja Z(ri(S) - q,(S)) d,S eeL"-'). (5.2) 
Also, 
” ))Ak(r-)-k(s)\] <c 5 (k(t-)- k(s))“-’ ak’r-)-k’s) 
.V=ll 
(since 0 < a < 1). 
Further, 
tJl<l" 1 T!(S) - qi(S)( dise-L"-o) 
= 1 jnca;~(mod(r&) - qi(S)) AiS)\ e-L'c-a' 
(by Lemma 3 below) 
(ri(s) - q,(s))d,s) eeL’+ -O) / . (5.3) 
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In addition, 
(,‘- (r)(s) - q,(s)) d,s) e-L”-“) 1 
a 
<Ku lny~mod (,,‘- (r,(s) - q{(s)) d,s ) / . (5.4) e+rWa) 
Taking max,, c I in (5.2) and using (5.3) and (5.4) we get 1 
IlO(a) -z(a), rt(O - s*O))ll1 
G K(l Ha) - z(ul + II rt(r) - 4iCr)l12)* 
The result now follows from (5.1). 
LEMMA 3. Let (QjPa, be a sequence of real numbers. Then 
k 
max JajJ&2 max 7~2, . 
1<i<n l<k<n I I , T  
Hence for x E C(G,), x = (x, ,..., x,) we have 
and 
(and similar inequalities where max is taken over other t-sets). 
ProoJ: It sutIices to prove the first 
may suppose that a # 0. On dividing 
sufficient to show that 
inequality. Let a = maxIdjGn la,l. We 
the inequality by a, we see that it is 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that max, <j<n U, = 1. Let a,,, = 1 
and suppose that 
k 
I I 1 max K7Uj <--. l<k<n j& 2 
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Then M # 1, and 
and hence 
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This is a contradiction, and the result is established. 
6. CONSISTENCY AND CONVERGENCE 
We regard the equation 
u(t’) =Au(t) +A@, u(t), u(t+))dit (t E G:), 
u(a) = 24’ 
(6.1) 
as an approximation to some other equation whose precise nature is 
immaterial. 
We consider the further approximating equations 
u(t+> = Au(t) +f;:(f, u(f), u(t+)) Ait + r,(f) dit 
u(a) = 219. 
(1 E G:), 
(6.2) 
DEFINITION 10. Let U: [a, b] -+ W. The discretization error b,(u) with 
respect to (6.1) is defined by 
(dir) b,(U)(t) = U(t+) -AU(t) -J;:(t, U(f), U(t+))dif (t E G;) 
Equation (6.1) is said to be consistent for u if 
)iE IW W)lL = 0. 
A sequence (zQt)),,,, where ui E C(G’,), is said to be conuergenrfor u if 
Remark. If (6.1) is an approximation to an equation of the form 
Wit =f(t, u(G), 
u(0) = u”, 
(6.3) 
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then it is usually said to be a consistent approximation to (6.3) if (6.1) is 
consistent for each u satisfying (6.3). To discuss the relationship between 
consistency and convergence, it is not necessary to know exactly what (6.1) 
is an approximation of. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let u: [a, b] --, R” satisfy u E Vi for all i, where Vi is as 
in Hypothesis I(i). Let v’,(u) E V, (V, as in Hypothesis I(i)) for all i > i,, 
where p > 0 is independent of i > i, . Let the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 hold. 
Then if Eq. (6.1) is consistent for u, and if 
fiz Il(u” - u?, r,(t))Il, = 0 
then there exists it, such that for i > i,, Eq. (6.2) has a unique solution v,(t) 
and 
1 
2 _ e-L(b-a) T,(vi) < IIu(t) - bill 4 eL’b-“‘T,(vi> 
(i > i,), where Ti(vt) = ]](u” - z$’ , r,(t) - bt(u)(t))]], . Also, given any sequence 
vi of solutions of (6.2) and a solution u of (6.1), there exist L > 0 and i, such 
that (6.4) holds. 
Proof Follows from Theorems 4.1 and 5.1. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let u be as in Theorem 6.1. Then (6.1) is consistent for u 
iff the following two conditions hold: 
(i) For all ]](u” - VP, r,(t))]], suficiently small, Eq. (6.2) is uniquely 
solvable, and 
(ii) The sequence (vt) is convergent for u tr lim,, vy = u” and 
limi,, II(O, riW)ll I = 0. 
Proof We have 
IAk”‘(UO - $)I < c (UO - I$1 
and 
ye%5 IAk”‘(uo - I$‘)] > ]Ak”‘(uo - v;)] = ]u” - up]. 
I 
Hence 
IDo - VP 9 (011, = yEy ( Ak”‘(uo - v;)] z 0 iff VP- u”. ,+cc i 
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We may therefore replace (ii) by 
(ii)’ The sequence (vi) is convergent for u iff lim,_, Il(u” - up, O)(l, = 0 
and limi_m MO- ri(t)Il, = 0. 
That consistency implies (i) and (ii)’ follows from Theorem 6.1. It remains 
to prove that the two conditions imply consistency. 
Assume that (i) and (ii)’ hold. Then by (i) 
U(t) = (YfiU)(t) + ) Ak’*m’-k(s)bi(U)(S) dis 
-a 
and 
U,(t) = (LTiUi)(f) + 1 Ak(f-‘-k(s)ri(S) Ais* 
-a 
Hence 
(6.5) 
A k’rr) - k’s’bi(~)(~) A is 
-a 
= (u(t) - u,(t)) + (qi~~)(t) - (qp)(t) + 1 Ak’f-‘-k’s’ri(s)Ais- 
-a 
Therefore 
II(“v bi(u)(f))lll G Il”tt) - uiCf)ll + c Ilu(t) - U,(t)\1 
+ Il(u” - 4, W + IIP~ r,WIl, . (6.6) 
BY (ii)‘, Il(u” - up, O)jl, --) 0 and Il(O, r,(t))jl, + 0 imply that IJu(t) - vi(t)/1 -+ 0, 
and hence by (6.5) that 
Il(ov bitu)(rIl, * O. (c-7) 
By (i), we may select vi(t) satisfying (6.5) and ri, up satisfying 
pit Il(u” - up, q, = 0 and fim, Il(O, r,(C))/ 1 = 0. 
Hence (6.7) holds, which was required. 
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7. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
We give simple illustrations of the foregoing results to a multistage 
method (Example 2) and a multistep method (Example 3) for ordinary 
differential equations. Obvious generalizations extend these examples to 
general multistage multistep methods as discussed in Stetter [6, Chap 51. 
EXAMPLE 1. ONE-STEP ONE-STAGE METHODS. These have the form 
x(t +) = x(t) +J;:(t, x(t), x(t + >), 
x(u) = a”. 
In our notation A = I and the above results specialize to those of Stummel 
[8, Sect. 61. See also Grigorieff [3, Chaps. 1, 21. Note that Stummel’s norm 
and our ]] . ]]i now coincide. 
EXAMPLE 2. THREE-STAGE RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD (Lobatto Implicit 
Form). Consider the difference scheme with equidistant partition 
~k+l-~k=(dt/6)(f(tk,uk+,)+4f(fk+4dt,bk+1) 
+f(h + 4 ck+ Ah 
bk+,=Yk+$dt(f(fk,uk+,)+f(fk+fdt,bk+,)), 
Ck+l=yk+dtf(tk+$dt,bk+,), 
and a < t, < b. Here y, E I?. Let 
and 
X(tk) = (“k 3 bk 9 ck 9 YklT 
g(t,, X(t:)) = Cf(tk, uk+ ,)&k + fh b,, I>&, + & ck+ I))~, 
A=(; ; ; ;); B=(i 1 ;) 
Then 
x(t+) = Ax(t) + B&t, x(c+ )) d,t 
x(u) = (0, 0, a YOY lEGi. 
(7.1) 
(We may drop the subscript i from the symbol gi for convenience.) 
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The matrix A is easily seen to be strongly D-stable, and AP = A (p > 1). 
We have, given L > 0, 
11(X0, X)111 = maX 
I i 
IX’\, rIX&Zf AX0 + X(t*)dit- 
,*o: 
+ x(r-) dir- e-Ltr-ar 1 
I’ 
where e= (1, 1, 1, 1)r. Also, 
IJ 
.I- 
b4i2 = max max 
l<mC4 fEGi 
Xm(S)AiS e-L’r-a’. 
~ 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
It is shown in Grigorieff 13, Eq. (32), p. 43 1 that implicit Runge-Kutta 
methods satisfying a Lipschitz condition are consistent for all continuously 
differentiable solutions of 
du/dt =f(r, u(r)), 
u(a) = Yo 
(7.4) 
in the sense that 
.b - 
I 
I~i(u)(s)l Ais --) 0 as i-,co. 
4 
This implies that [[(O, b,(u))((, --) 0, so we have consistency in our sense. 
We may also add a term ri(t) Air to the right-hand side of (7.1) to handle 
roundoff error. It can now be deduced from Theorem 6.1 that under 
Lipschitz conditions onf, (7.1) may be solved for xi for rr sufficiently small; 
that the solution satisfies (6.4) (JJ . JJr as in (7.2)) for large i with r.4 the 
solution of (7.4); and that xi converges for u. Also the estimate of 
Theorem 5.2 holds with 1) hJ/2 as in (7.3). 
EXAMPLE 3. TWO-STEP TWO-STAGE PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR 
METHODS. (See Lambert [4, p. 881.) Let J)(tk) = (4’:)‘,Y12’9 Yi3’)’ (Yk E R). 
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Predictor. 
yy’ + a’,O’y;l + a’o’y(3J 
I 0 k 2 
=At[P!olf(t,-,,,f!,) +b:"lf(tk-2?Y:-!!2)]' 
Corrector (Two-Stage). 
yy’ + a y”l + a y”l 1 k I 0 k 2 
=~t[~2f(~k,~~')+~,f(tk-,,y~3~,)+~Of(tk-2,yl;l_2)l~ 
y~3'+a,y~3!, +aOyLY2 
=~t[~2f(~k,y~2')+~,f(tk-,~~~3~,)+~Of(tk-2~~~~2)~' 
Let x(t) = (y(t-), y(t))’ and let 
s(t, x(t), x(t')) = df(t+, y:")Jyt+, Yy’)& Y f !  M-v9 YP2)Y 
(if t = tk- ,). Then the predictor-corrector equations read 
*‘I+(~ i ;(y~yw+i’ i zJ)YV~ 
(0) 
= P2 0 a: 
i 
;: 
1 
At.&, x(t), x(t + 1) (k(t) 2 1) 
0 /I2 PI PO 
and write this as y(t’) + B, y(t) + B2 y(t-) = At B3Jf Hence 
x(t+) =Ax(t) + At Bg(t, x(t), x(t+)), 
x(a+) = (0, 0, xy I 0, 0, x;y, 
where X: and xi are starting values and 
A= -i, -g,); B=(Bq) and g=(y). 
Note that g depends on t+, t and t-, but we absorb this notationally in 
dependence on t. We have 
det(A - AI) = A4(A2 + a, A + aO). 
Sufficient conditions for D-stability may be obtained from this, and the 
analysis proceeds as in Example 2. 
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